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Change 

DISK.FILE1ACCEPT ~rocedure modified. 

Compare (CMP) description:.·expanded; 
description of file-handling added. 

Updated Concatenate (CAT) description; 
tape handling procedure modified. 
End-of-file display added to CARD FILE 0 

SPECIFICATIONS. 
Minor revision in the wording of DISK.FILE 
INPUT section; (no change in syntax) 
Deleted non-fatal error message: "INVALID 
NUMBER OF FILES ••• II 
Added non-fatal er.ror message: ·~unit-id) 
HAS ONLY ONE NAME ••• " . 
Deleted ''PACK NOT FOUND" from fatal errors. 
Added to fatal errors: "~integer) CHARACTER 
RECORD LENGTH IS LESS THAN 8". 
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TAPECOPY is a general-purpose utility program used to d~plicate, 
compare, merge, or concatenate non-library, multi-file or 
single-file tapes. It allows the user to selectively delete any of 
the files to be processed or to produce multiple copies of a 
copied, merged, or concatenated tape. It accepts input files 
coming from either tape or disk. 

Note that ANSI standards do not allow a blank file•id on a multi
file tape. However, a blank file-id is allowed on a single-file 
tape. 

TAPECOPY will not accept library CLOAO.OUMP) tapes~ for similar 
activities involving LOAD.DUMP tapes, the user must use SYCOPY. 

RELATED PUBLICATIONS 
--------- .. ---~---~--

Name 

81700 Software Operational Guide 
SYCOPY 

Number 

1068731 
P.S. 2212 5199 

-
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ENTER <ACTION: CPY, CHP, CCM, HRG OR CAT> 
<DEVICE: TCAPE> OR D<ISK>> <TAPE COUNT> 

The user must respond with: 

<•ix•index> AX <action> C<device>l C<integer>l 

DEVICE -------
The <DEVICE> •ay be either TCAPEl or OCISK>, with TAPE being the 
default. If DISK• the system pack is assumed. unless the user has 
file-equated DISK.FILE to a non-blank pack-id. for example, if the 
user had specified "?FI DISK.FILE PACK.IO MYPACKP' .. TAPECOPY would 
assu•e the desired pack is labeled "MYPACK". 

TAPE COUNT 

----------
From one to seven ·tapes may be specified as output. If the 
<INTEGER> entry is omitted, then one tape is assumed. 

! 
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ACTION ------
There are ffve possible actions: 

Cf»Y 

CHP 

Create <INTEGER> coptes of the source tape or 
fa•fly of disk files. with no coapare. If tape. 
the input tape should have a default ff l~·fd of 
SOURCE• but any tape may be IL-ed to the request. 
If disk• the files should have a default 
multifile•fd of SYS. This may be modified by 
file-equating the file na•ed DISK.FILE to the 
•ultif ile•id desired b~ the user <See DISK FILE 
INPUT on p. 2•5>. The specified pack will then be 
searched for all files ~ith this multifile-id. 
All ~utput ftle-id•s are identical to the input 
file·id•s. Alt output multifile•id's are 
identical to to the input multifile•id. unless an 
output tape has been file-equ•ted (See RENAMING 
-OUTPUT TAPES on P• 2•5). 

Compare <INTEGER> tapes with the source tape or 
family of .disk files. If· any tape fails to 
compare. that unit is LOCKed and the user is 
notified via the SPO. TAPECOPY continues to 
co•pare the remaining tapes. If tape. the source 
tape bas an expected file-id of SOURCEJ if disk• 
the files have a default multif;le•id of SYS (See 
CPY above>. The ·tapes to be compared have an 
expected file-id of our.svs. but any tapes may be 
tl-ed to the requests. Tapes having different 
file•id•s or record lengths than the soµrce tape 
•ay be successfully compared. Fite names are not 
checked. so tapes having different multifile•id's 
or file·td•s will pass the co•pari·son if the 
contents of the files are the· sa•e· When the 
files being co•pared have different record 
lengths• the shorter record is considered to be 
right-filled with blanks for the purpose of the 
co•parison. Thus~ files with different record 
lengths will pass the comparison if the contents 
of the files are the same except for trailing 
blanks. 

a 

I 
i 
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CCM 

MRG 

CAT 

.Create <INTEGER> copies of the source tape or 
di~k file fa•ilY• and compare all copies with the 
original. If any copied tape is not identical to 
the original• that t~pe is PURGEd and the user 
notified· via the SPO. TAPECOPY continues to 
co•pare the remaining tapes. If tape. the source 
tape should have a default file-id of SOURCE; if 
disk• the files should have a default 
•ultif ile•id of SYS <See CPY above>. All output 
file•id's are identical to the input file•id•s. 
All output multifite-id's are identical to the 
input multlfile-id• unless an output tape has 
been file-equated (See RENAMING OUTPUT TAPES on 
P• 2•5). 

Merges the files fro• a source tape with either 
<a> the files on a sec~nd tape# or <b> a family 
of disk files. It creates <INTEGER> nu~ber of 
copies, all having the same multifile-id as the 
source tape unless an output tape has been 
file-equated (See RENAMING OUTPUT TAPES on P• 
2-5). 

The source tape has an expected file-id of 
SOURCE. The update tape has an expected file-id 
ef UPDATE. Soth tapes may be IL-ed to the 
request. If the update files are on disk• they 
are assu•ed to have the same •ultifite~id as the 
source tape unless DISK.FILE has been 
file-equated <See DISK FILE INPUT on P• 2•6). The 
specified disk is searched for all files having 
this multi file-id• and these files are · ~sed as 
the update files. Duplicate files are eliminated. 
with the update file having precedence over the 
source file. 

The input files will be concatenated into one 
tape file# with <INTEGER> copi~s Cif requested>. 
The output tape file will have the same name as 
the first input file• unless the output tap~ has 
been file-equated CSee RENAMING OUTPUT TAPES on 
P• 2-5>. 

TAPE INPUT Input tape fite·s are expected to have 
a file-id of NEXTFILE• but any tape 

r r 
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•ay be IL·ed to the reQuesto Only the 
first file on each tape is used. then 
the unit is LOCKed and another tape 
is requested. This continues until 
the user responds to a file request 
with the optional file statement: 

<•ix•index> AX Of 

DISK INPUT Input disk files are expected to have 
a multifile•id of sys, tho~gh this 
may be modified by file-equating the 
file named DISK.FILE to the desired 
multifile-id CSee DISK tILE INPUT on 
P• 2•5>. The •es$age 

ENTER FILE IO Of NEXT FILE 

will appear on the SPO for each of 
the files to be c~ncatenated. The 
user must ACCEPT with the file-id of 
the desired file: 

<mix-index> AX <file-id>·· 

A blant accept message termi~ates the 
concatenation process, so the user 
must use Quotes to enter a blank 
file-id. If the name is invalid• or 
the file cannot be found, an 
appropriate •essage will be displayed 
on the SPO and the user should 
re•enter the correct name. If SW 2 = 
l• the names wilt be in a card file 
labelled TCAROS <with one name per 
card.> 

7 ?'Ti"' 
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At the co•pletion of processing, TAPECOPY will display the 
following •essage: 

<integer> TAPECSJ <action taken> 

followed by 

<integer> TAPECSJ CFAilED TO COMPARE or PURGEDl 

if any tape(s) fatted to compare or were purged. 

OPTIONAL FEATURES 

-·-----·---~-----

CARD fILE SPECIFICATIONS 

hormally. TAPECOPY interfaces with the user via the SPO. However. 
if SW 3 = 1, TAPECOPY will expect all commands in a card file 
labeled TCAROS. Each card is treated as a single accept message. 
and no command prompts will appear on the SPO. SWitch 3 will 
override the settings of switches 1 and 2• so that all input is 
from cards. If any card is incorrect. an appropriate error message 
wilt appear on the SPO,followed by the message 

PLEASE CORRECT CARD ANO REEXECUTE·-TAPECOPY ABORTED 

TAPECOPY will terminate and the user should re-execute the program 
using the corrected card deck. If end-of~file is reached while 
looking for a card. the •essage 

INPUT SPECIFICATION CARO MISSING 

will be displayed on the SPO. The tard file will be reopened. and 
the user should read in a file labeled TCAROS which contains the 
remaining specification cards. 
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TAPECOPY allows t~e user to change the name of e~ch duplicated, 
~erged, or concatenated tape through file equation. Tape nu•ber 
<TAPE.<n>> ts ~quated to name <NAME <tapename>> for each copy 
desired with th~t na•e· If no new name is specified. the default 
output tape label will be the same as the input tape label. 
Multiple copies •ay contain a mixture of default and specified 
na•es, for up to seven tapes. 

Example: 

?Elf TAPECOPY 
?FI TAPE.1 NAME NEW.JAPEJ 
?fl TAPE.Z NAME OUP.TAPE; 
?END 

After the sample deck is entered thrGugh the card reader, TAPECOPY 
will then ask for an operat~r re~ponse <See OPERATING 
INSTRUCTIONS> and perfor• the requested action, labelling the 
merged~ copied, er concatenated output tapes as NEW.NAME and 
DUP.TAPE~ If the user had requested seven copies, the five other 
tapes in that execution would have had default <input 
multifile•id> labels. 

DISK FILE INPUT ....... ., .............. . 

If <device> fs D<ISK>, TAPECOPY wilt ac~ept input files fro• disk. 
The files are ~ssumed to be on the system pack• with a default 
multifile•id of svs· <or of th~ so~rce tape in the case of a 
merge). The disk pack-id or multifile•id can be changed 'by 
ftle•equating DISK.FILE to the desired name, as in the following 
e xa11pl e. 

-
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Exa•ple: 

? EX TAPECOPY 
? Fl DISK.FILE NAME HYPACK/NEW.HFIO/; 
? END 

With proper changes. this execution could have also been done on 
the SPO. 

TAPECOPY now expects all input disk files to be fo~nd on the pack 
HYPACK and to have a multif ile•id of NEW.MFIO~ In a copy. compare. 
or •erge. the disk directory will be searched for all files with 
the multifile-id of NEW.MFID• and these files will be used as 
input. In a· concatenation. the user will be asked to specify the 
file-id's of the files to be concatenated. 

DELETE f ILES ............... 

If SWttch l is set. then the user can specify that certain files be 
ignored (deleted in a copy or merge and skipped over in a 
compare>. SW 1 is set to w1• if the file names are to be read from 
a card tile labelled TCAROS and to "2" if the name~ are to be 
entered fro• the SPO <e.g •• ?EX TAPECOPY SW 1 = 2>. Note, however. 
that SWitch 3• if set, will override these settings CSee CARO FILE 
SPECIFICATIOhS on P• 2-s>. 

The na•es aust be valid file-ids. Special characters must be 
enclosed in quotes.· 

The files are assumed to have the same pack-id Cif disk> and 
multifite•id as the input unit. If an invalid name . is read• an 
error message will appear on the SPO. 

FROM CARDS Only one f ile·id per card is allowed. A blank 
card or EOF signals that there are no more 
na•es to be read. If an invalid name is 
found• an appropriate error message will 
appear on the SPO• and TAPECOPY will 
ter•inate after displaying the message: 
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FRO:M SPO 

PLEASE CORRECT CARO AND REEXECUT~ 
TAPECOPY ABORTED 

The user must enter a single name per ACCEPT 
•essage. A blank ACCEPT m~ssage terminates 
the name-entry process: 

<mix•index> AX 

PRINT FEATURES ___ , __________ _ 

When the print option is set CSW O = 1), TAPECOPY will produce a 
record of files accessed and actions taken. It will print the 
names of all files the user requested deleted. It wtll also print 
the name of each tape or disk file accessed, and whether or not 
that file was copied, compared, or skipped. Example: 

****** FILES TO BE DELETED **** 
TAPECOPY2 
********* 
SNORMAL 
TAPECOPY2 
Nif 
****'**** 
SNORHAL 
TAPECOPY2 
Nif 
** 1 TAPE 

fig. 2.1 

COPY FILES ********** 
COPIED 
SK IPPEO 
COPIED 

COMPARE FILES ******** 
COMPARED 
SKIPPED ON SOURCE 
COMPARED 

COPIED ANO COMPARED ** 

Example of Printed Output 
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All defaults are zero for the following program switches: 

Switch o ---------
O - No printer output 

l - Prints a su••ary of actions taken 

Switch 1 __ ._ ____ _ 

O - No fil~s to be_ deleted 

1 - The na•es of files to be deleted will be read 
from TCAROS 

2 -

Switch 2 ----··--

The na•es of files to be deleted will be read 
from the SPO 

O - The na•es of disk files to be concatenated 
~ill be read fro• th~ SPO. 

t - The na•es of disk files to be concatenated 
will be read from the card file TCARDS 
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O • Specif·ications will be read from the SPO 

t • All specifications and file names will be 
read from the card file TCAROS. This 
overrides switches 1 and 2. 
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FILE NAME CONVENTIONS 

~---~------··--------

TAPECOPY uses the following files: 

EXTERNAL NAME ...... _ .. ______ _ 

SOURCE 
UPDATE 
SYS 
OUT.SYS 

TCARDS 

INTERNAL NAME .... __________ _ 

SOURCE.TAPE 
UPDATE.TAPE 
DISK.FILE 
TAPE.I• ••• 

TAPE.7 
TCAROS 

DEVICE ......... 
Tape 
Tape 
Disk 
Tape 

Cards 

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL 
TAPECOPY 
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TAPECOPY produces two types of error •essages,, depending on the 
error <non•fatal or fatal>. Non-fatal error messages are warnings 
that require an additional response or are for the user's 
tnfor•atfon. For non-fatal DISK READ PROBLEMS" it is suggested 
that the user OS the current job and execute ft again with switch 
1 set to •t• so that a printed record of all ·activities will be 
available. The other alternative" checking output tapes for 
mfssing files" is considerably less reliable. fatal e7rors require 
that the job be run again~ 

NON•f ATAL ERRORS 

------------------

Proces$ing ~ill continue after one of the follo~ing messages is 
received. Except for the last two messages, which are solely for 
the user•s infor•ation,, all require user response for proper O execution of the program. 

0 

* INVALID ACTION -- <f nput •essage> 
(ACTION aust be cpy, CHP• CCH" HRG or CAT.> 

* INVALID DEVICE OR TAPE COUNT -- <input message> 
<DEVICE must be DCISK> or TCAPE> or blank. TAPE COUNT mu•t be 
between •t• and •7•,, or blank.> 

* INVALID NAME -- <error message> -- <input name>. 
<One of the following: EMBEDDED BLANKS NOT ALLOWED• CAN HAVE AT 
MOST 10 CHARACTERS" UNHATCHED ~UOTE• or BLAN~ FILE-IO NOT 
ALLOWEO.J 

* <unit•id> IS LIB TAPE -- HUST EXECUTE SYCOPY fOR LOAD.DUMP 
TAPES 
<Only non-library •uttifile tapes may be used with TAPECOPY. The 
tape unit is closed with LOCK" and the OPEN is reissued.> · 
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* <unit•id> HAS ONLY ONE NAME •• HUST HAVE NON-BLANK FILE-IO FOR 
A MERGE 
(ANSI standards will not allow a blank file-id on a multi-file 
tape. The tape unit is closed with LOCK, and the OPEN is 
reissued.> 

* FILE <file•na•e> NOT FOUND 
(When concatenating disk fites, the specified file could not be 
found. Re•enter the correct name.> 

* INVALID RESPONSE 
CThe proapt ts reissued, listing valid responses.> 

* DISK REAO PROBLEMS -- All FILES HIGHT NOT HAVE BEEN FOUND 
TAPECOPY CONTINUED 
<Disk was specified in a copy. compare or merge and disk read 
problaas were encountered during the search of the disk 
directory for the file na•es. It is possible that not all of 
the fil8s were found. It is suggested that the user re-execute 
the progra• unless switch 1 was set.> 

* COMPARISON ERROR ON <unit-id> 
<This tape did not match the original.> 

FATAL ERRORS ______ ,. ____ _ 

Each of the folto~ing error messages ends with: 

TAPECOPY ABORTED 

The first part of the. SPO message corresponds to one of the 
following errors: 

• !DISK READ PROBLEMS-•] <pack name>/<family name>/~ NOT FOUND 
CNo files with the specified family na•e were found. If DISK READ 
PROBLEMS is part of the message. disk read problems were 
encountered during the search of the disk directorr for the files, 
so it is possible that there are files with the specified family 
naae on disk. It is suggested that the user re-execute the 
progra111.> 
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* <Integer> CHARACTER RECORD LENGTH IS GREATER THAN 2000 
<The aaxlaua record size of 2000 characters was ~xc&~ded.> 

* <integer> CHARACTER RECORD LENGTH IS LESS THAN 8 
<The HCP will not allow tapes w·ith a record size less than 8 
characters> 

* RECORD LENGTH Of <lntegerl> CHARACTERS IS GREATER JHAN INITIAL 
RECDRD LENGTH Of <integer2> 

<When concatenating files, no file may have a record length greater 
than that of the first file.> 

* NO fllES (COPIED, MERGED, CONCATENATEDJ- NO TAPES CREATED 
<No tapes were created. The user specified that all files were to 
be deleted.> 

* PARITY ERROR ON <unit-id> · 
<The specified input file had a parity error~> 

-··"' 
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ACTION 
CARO fllE SP£CIFICATIONS 
COMPARE <CMP> 
CONCATENATED <CAT> 
COPY <CPY> 
COPY•COMPARE <CCH> 
DELETE f ILES 
DEVICE 
DISK FILE INPUT 
DISK.FILE 
ERROR MESSAGES 
FATAL ERRORS 
FILE NAME CONVENTIONS 
GENER Al. 
INTRODUCTION 
MERGE (MRG> 
HEXTFILE 
NON•fATAl ERRORS 
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
OPTIONAL FEATURES 
OUT.SYS 
PRINT FEATURES 
RELATED PUBLICATIONS 
RENAMING OUTPUT TAPES 
REOPEN 
SOURCE 
SWITCH SETTINGS 
SYS 
SYS 
TAPE COUNT 
TCAROS 

ALPHABETIC INDEX: 
2-2 
2-5 
2-2 
2-3 
2-2 
2-3 
2•7 
2-1 
2-& 
2-4 
3-1 
3-2 
2-11 
1-1 
1-1 
2-3 
2-4 
3-1 
2-1 
2-s 
z-z 
2-8 
1-1 
2-6 
2-8 
2-3 
2-9 
2-2 
2-4 
2-1 
2-1 
2-8 


